
BOOK 1: 
1: Blackwater estuary to introduce environmental changes (fishing, nuclear waste, estuary) 
[VC1] 
2: introduces biodiversity to look at changes (extinctions) over time and space (islands) 
3: looks are habitats and population changes (passenger pigeon, tigers), shows that values, 
power and action are linked. 
4: introduces risk and uncertainty (GM, Monarch butterfly) 
 
BOOK 2: change - time and space 
1: environments change constantly (cycles, succession) [VC2] 
2: human evolution (Simmens) and the growing impact (I=PxRxT) due to growing use of 
energy 
3: how changing populations affect the environment (carrying capacity K) 
4: looks at different land uses and changes of it (agriculture), introduces the ecological 
footprint 
5: looks at water in detail (hydrological cycle, water use, thermohaline circulation, fishing) 
[VC3] 
6: looks at the air in detail (greenhouse effect, uncertainties of climate change) 
7: looks at the impact of uneven development onto the environment (tragedy of the commons, 
livelihoods) 
 
BOOK 3: contest - value, power, action 
1: GM to introduce environmental contest, Green revolution to show that harm not all new 
2: different ways to value the environment (deep ecology, national parks, wilderness) 
3: different forms of energy and their contested use (windfarms, nuclear waste) [VC4] 
4: different meanings/uses of water (water rights), environmental impact assessment 
5: global trade, its impact and the reactions to it (subsidies, MNC, externalities, protest) 
6: how social and environmental issues are linked, rise of the EJM, justice (procedural, 
distributive) 
7: how to value the environment in monetary terms (CBA, CV, WTP, TEV, use values, 
non-use values) 
8: how the news of environmental issues shape us (news values: picture/personality, conflict, 
event) 
 
BOOK 4: response - risk and uncertainty 
1: nuclear energy to look at risk and uncertainty (radioactivity sheep, waste disposal) 
2: urbanization as an environmental issue, technological fixes (efficiency, CHP, life-cycle, 
waste management) [VC5] 
3: fisheries to explore economic instruments (tax, tradeable quotas, subsidies) and standards 
(seasons, quotas) 
4: agenda setting needs social action, political action and environmental concerns (Coto de 
Doñana, Betuwe) 
5: climate change and uneven risk: how to respond (inactive, reactive, proactive), MEA (soft- 
Rio, hard- Kyoto) 
6: uneven development, biodiversity, ecosystem services, ecological modernization as a 
solution? [VC6] 


